Exeter & Torbay Advanced Motorists
Bi-Annual Observers Meeting
th
Tuesday,16 November 2021, 7.30 pm at Kenn Centre
Present: Dennis Le Worthy, Meg Privett, Paul Westwood, Tony Spiers, Jeremy Harrison-Roberts,
Graham Ranshaw, Robin Watts, Graham Fry, Martin Edworthy.
Apologies: Keith Lock, Pete Smith, Chris Patten, Tim Privett, Derek Higgs, Gloria McGinty
Associate Allocation: We now have a steady trickle of Associates coming in, there are currently 11 on
the books, all of whom are allocated Observers, but 4 are on hold due to family or work issues.
Update on Local Observer and National Observer: I have just submitted Martin Morris-Coole's
paperwork for his LOQ. Pete Smith still to re-qualify. Meg has re-qualified with Colin Opie for NO.
Update on Masters: Recently completed 2 taster sessions, and 1 candidate due for test shortly.
Dennis's Discussion: Received suggestions for future topics from Jeremy H-R, these to be offered to
Observers who would like to put on a short presentation – say about 10 minutes - at a meeting. Several
topics could then be raised/discussed which we can then put into practice on a drive – See 'suggestions
for further practical sessions' below – contact Dennis or myself if you are interested in putting on a
presentation.
Discuss Practical Sessions, including Driveouts: The Gym-Car-Na at Poltimore had a good attendance.
Suggestion for next year is to use the Poltimore minibus so we are all on a level playing field! Our first
Driveout from Kenn was an old route, which was not too taxing by all accounts, Meg organised another
one for the next meeting, in and around Exeter, which was more of a challenge!
Suggestions for further practical sessions:
•
Night driving tips: use of headlights – dipping and full beam, speed adjustments, where to look,
positioning changes, restraint, etc.
•
Wet weather caution: spray, puddles, stopping distances, visibility, skidding risks, when to light
up, auto lighting, etc.
•
Braking: how to achieve smoothness, weight shifts, on or off into corners, and exceptions, use
of handbrake and application, ensuring brake lights operative, etc.
•
Making progress: what exactly does that mean? Creating flow, speed variation.
•
Car sympathy: cold starts, use of revs, use of gears/gear changing, acceleration sense.
•
Observations: where to look, what to look for, interpretations, my eyes/your eyes, scanning,
feeding the horizon.
•
Cornering: vertical corners, positioning, weight shift, power on/off.
•
Overtaking master class: how to, what to look for, use of gears, 'don't look with your right
foot', see and be seen, dealing with queues.

Any Other Business:
•
Graham Fry was formally voted onto the Committee at the AGM.
•
Next Driveout planned for the month end, present intention is from the St. Bridgets Garden
Centre on the Sidmouth Road, opposite Westpoint.
•
No contact with the South West Groups since the Zoom meeting on 24th May.
•
Next Bi-Annual Observer Meeting – Wednesday, 25th May, 2022, 7.30 pm either at the Kenn
Centre or by Zoom, subject to prevailing conditions at the time.
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